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This week in your child’s class a lesson was presented on bullying prevention. We read the book 

The Band Aid Chicken  by Becky Rangel Henton. In this story, when a new chicken is introduced 

to the farmyard, the other chickens peck on his head to show him who is in charge. The farmer 

notices the new chicken’s bruises, puts a bandage on his head and names him the Band Aid 

Chicken. When another new chicken is introduced and the Band Aid Chicken is given the 

opportunity to be the one doing the pecking, he finds the courage to stand up to the others and end 

the cycle of picking on one another.  

 

We reviewed the definition of bullying and learned assertiveness strategies students can use to 

advocate for themselves or others such as the BEST assertiveness technique: 

• Body Posture=Stand tall, head held high 

• Eye Contact=Look at the person but don’t stare 

• Say Appropriate Things=”Stop, I don’t like what you’re doing.” 

• Talk=In a firm and strong voice.  
Other strategies taught included: 

• Using  I messages: “I feel______ when you_____ and I would like you____. 

• Walk away and join a group of friends. 

Children also learned about bystanders and their role in helping to stop bullying. 

In order to maintain a caring classroom and school, the staff and students must act 

together to demonstrate that bullying will not be tolerated. Students were instructed that if 

the behavior does not stop, their responsibility is to report to the nearest adult what was 

done or said. It is then the adult’s job to make sure the behavior stops. As part of the lesson the 

students identified adults they could go to for help at school or at home. 

 

Here’s the most important part of the lesson:  

Children were asked NOT to label anything as “Bullying”, but rather to report to the 

nearest adult only the behaviors, including the following: 

1) What was said or done to you 

2) What was said or done to someone else 

 

Administration will then determine if a behavior is bullying or inappropriate 

conduct/behavior and not bullying. Either way the school will work to ensure it is 

addressed appropriately. Maintain open communication with your child, the classroom 

teacher, counselor, or principal/assistant principal if your child reports any concerning 

behaviors to you.   
 

 

 


